CANDIDATE MEMBERSHIP
What benefits does COR Candidate Membership provide?

- A local and common voice for radiologist in Malaysia
- Discounted fees at COR organized seminars, both international and local for instance; SIG Seminars, and MCOR
- Access to radiology resources such as the Guidelines for Clinical Practices in Radiology
- Opportunities to form and collaborate in a task force to tackle current issues faced by fellow peers
- Access to fellow allied professionals via online chat groups for technical support and guidance
- Ability to receive firsthand information on new and common practices in the radiology field
- Access and information to workshops, seminars and congresses related to radiology
- Forging closer relationships with other colleges to form partnerships in post graduate training and research activities
- Participating in educational community projects

"Being a member with COR has allowed me the opportunity to connect with allied professionals and also keeps me up to date with current radiology events and seminars that are enjoyable and engaging for my professional growth and development" - Dr Khoshala Krishnamurthy, PHKL
Coordinator, COR Membership Drive

Candidate Membership Requirements

- Fully registered medical who; are undergoing a recognized training programme,
- Have passed the first part of a recognised professional graduate postgraduate diploma examination.
- Candidate members may retain their membership for a period not exceeding six years. Membership fees = RM 100 for first year annual subscription. *An annual fee of RM100 must be paid by every third quarter of each year.

How to Become a COR Member?

As COR is under the umbrella body of the Academy of Medicine of Malaysia (AMM); to join COR one joins the Academy of Medicine, but under the College of Radiology. All applications must be sent to secretariat@acadmed.my and must be accompanied by;

b. Basic medical degree(s) - certified true copy
c. A referral letter from your course supervisor
d. Online transfer/cheque/banker’s order addressed to the Academy of Medicine of Malaysia to the details given below:

Account Name : Academy of Medicine of Malaysia
Account No : 8731 0377 3485
Bank : Standard Chartered Bank

For enquiries ☎️: 03 8994 2808 or 0175409281 (Dionne) | 📧: dionne@radiologymalaysia.org